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1 of 1 review helpful Fascinating History By Blockhead This is a remarkable book for weaving historical facts on the 
origin and development of gun powder into novel or storytelling format I learned so much Perhaps Julian Stockwin 
will one day write about all the research he did for this book I have to admit I thought he was making up names for 
some of the instruments but then I looked up the names and found it was all tr 1261 Oxford England An envoy returns 
from the land of the Tartars to meet with an English scholar and share a deadly secret The two men vow that the 
knowledge of gunpowder must die with them as the consequences are otherwise too fatal to contemplate 1290 
Hurnwych Green England After his quiet life is shattered by tragedy blacksmith Jared begins a pilgrimage to the 
Promised Land Along the way he is invited to join the Knights Hospitallers as their bla In a novel brimful of 
characters Perkyn Slewfoot stands out This is partly because of the way in which Stockwin has used this character to 
paint a vivid picture of the life of a villein during the late 13th century The sea voyage from England to Malta is 
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